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Non-catalytic thermal methane cracking (TMC) is an alternative for hydrogen

manufacturing and traditional commercial processes in small-scale hydrogen

generation. Supplying the high-level temperatures (850–1800°C) inside the

reactors and reactor blockages are two fundamental challenges for developing

this technology on an industrial scale (Mahdi Yousefi and Donne, 2021). A

regenerative reactor could be a part of a solution to overcome these obstacles.

This study conducted an experimental study in a regenerative reactor

environment between 850 and 1,170°C to collect the conversion data and

investigate the reactor efficiency for TMC processes. The results revealed that

the storage medium was a bed for carbon deposition and successfully supplied

the reaction’s heat, withmore than 99.7% hydrogen yield (at more than 1,150°C).

Results also indicated that the reaction rate at the beginning of the reactor is

much higher, and the temperature dependence in the early stages of the

reaction is considerably higher. However, after reaching a particular

concentration of Hydrogen at each temperature, the influence of

temperature on the reaction rate decreases and is almost constant. The type

of produced carbon in the storage medium and its auto-catalytic effect on the

reactions were also investigated. Results showed that carbon black had been

mostly formed but in different sizes from 100 to 2000 nm. Increasing the

reactor temperature decreased the size of the generated carbon. Pre-produced

carbon in the reactor did not affect the production rate and is almost negligible

at more than 850°C.
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Introduction

Hydrogen is a vital chemical commodity and potentially

plays a crucial role in the future’s clean, secure and affordable

energy scenarios (Mahdi Yousefi and Donne, 2021). Hydrogen

fuel consumption in industry, especially on small and medium

scales, and even residential consumption, will be one of the basic

needs of the future. In this way, technology and engineering

knowledge of hydrogen production can play a key role in the

future hydrogen consumption market, especially on small scales.

Generally, hydrogen production can be divided into two

categories. The first category concerns hydrogen production

from fossil fuels such as oil and gas. Currently, the worldwide

production of Hydrogen is primarily from fossil fuel sources such

as natural gas, coal and oil. Steam reforming of methane, coal

gasification and partial oxidation are the main processes for

hydrogen production on an industrial scale by using fossil fuel

sources (Bossel et al., 2004; Takenaka et al., 2004; Winter 2007).

The second category of conventional hydrogen production

methods involves hydrogen production using non-fossil sources

such as water electrolysis, through biochemicals and photo-

electrochemical, which account for only about 4% of total

global hydrogen production (Lane and Spath, 2001). The

main reason for the small contribution of these technologies

to hydrogen production is the high cost of hydrogen production

compared to production processes using fossil fuels. The

thermodynamic energy required for hydrogen production by

the electrolysis process is more than 33 kWh/kg, which is too

higher than steam reforming with carbon capture and higher

than methane pyrolysis. Even if the electricity comes from

renewable or nuclear processes, it is not currently

economically feasible (Abánades et al., 2013; Ashik et al.,

2015). There are still many obstacles to improving hydrogen

usage on small and medium-sized scales. Currently, Hydrogen

produced in the industry is mostly considered a chemical product

and not a fuel (Mahdi Yousefi and Donne, 2021). The

commercial sale of Hydrogen is less than 10% of the world’s

hydrogen production, estimated at 20 million tons per year. It

means that 90% of the Hydrogen produced is consumed at the

production site. Today, only a small fraction of the Hydrogen

produced is used as an energy carrier (Nazir et al., 2020).

Different methods of producing Hydrogen from different

energy sources have unique needs and produce or distribute

unique by-products. Optimizing and producing Hydrogen on a

small and medium scale in commercial hydrogen production

methods requires further research and development of

prototypes (Mahdi Yousefi and Donne, 2021). Advanced

methods for Hydrogen purifying and separation of pollutants

are needed to reduce the prices of produced Hydrogen and

increase efficiency. More appropriate methods are needed for

both stationary and dispersed hydrogen production, and efforts

should be made on new processes in developing advanced

techniques. In the reactors of current industrial processes,

such as methane reforming, Hydrogen is produced in a

mixture with other chemical compounds such as carbon

dioxide, carbon monoxide, water, and other hydrocarbon

compounds. Therefore, using the separation and purification

units in these processes is necessary. This operation is performed

by equipment such as distillation and adsorption towers or

membrane technology (Eckerle, 2001). The equipment’s sizes

and operating pressure of these unit operations are relatively

large, making it unfeasible to use in small hydrogen production

units.

In the near future, there will be a need to produce Hydrogen

in different places, such as residential, industrial, energy parks,

and service stations in different communities.

The low density of hydrogen gas makes it difficult to use

Hydrogen as an energy carrier. It means that compared to liquid

fuels such as gasoline or methanol, it has a low energy content per

unit volume (about 1.5 kJ per kilogram). Liquid Hydrogen has

the highest energy density of all fuels. However, it must be stored

at very low temperatures (-253°C) and high pressures, making it

difficult to store and transport.

Hydrogen does not exist purely in nature and must be

obtained from water or fuels such as coal, natural gas, oil,

methanol and ethanol, which have Hydrogen in their

molecular structure. The fuel converters to produce high

purity hydrogen on small or medium scales is a necessity that

needs special attention. The function of the fuel converter is to

convert the required Hydrogen using the fuels that are available

and easy to transport. Fuel converters must be able to do this with

the least pollution and the highest efficiency. In simple terms, fuel

converters are to convert a hydrogen-rich fuel into Hydrogen and

by-products (environmentally friendly or capturable).

Natural gas is one of the most widely available fossil fuels in

almost all parts of the world. Natural gas is available through

transmission pipes in many cities, industrial areas and service

stations and can be easily used in different places.

Conventional hydrogen production processes need

purification and separation unit operations, such as methane

steam reforming, coal gasification, and partial oxidation. Also,

hydrogen production by electricity is not reasonable, while one of

the most important applications is generating electricity in fuel

cells. Therefore, most of the existing technologies do not possess

the ability to be used in a small or medium-scale production

plant, and the hydrogen economy is engaged with cost obstacles

such as high compression, liquefaction, transportation and

storage costs.

Methane thermal cracking (MTC) is an alternative for high

purity hydrogen production on small and medium scales. In this

process, methane is converted to Hydrogen in the gas phase and

carbon in the solid phase at high temperatures without oxygen.

This process can produce very pure Hydrogen (99.99%), which

almost does not require additional processing to separate and

purify hydrogen gas (Abánades et al., 2013). No need for

purification and separation units of the MTC process creates
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this potential to convert natural gas to pure Hydrogen on a small

or medium-scale converter.

Using catalysts in the MTC process can significantly reduce

the converter’s operating temperature (below 800°C). Various

scientific research has been conducted on catalytic thermal

methane cracking with different catalysts types, and their

results have been the subject of many scientific journals.

Despite some promising results, very quick catalyst

deactivation is the main obstacle to the industrial

development of this process (Ashik et al., 2015; Mahdi Yousefi

and Donne, 2021). Higher operating temperatures (above 850°C)

can also lead to a high conversion of methane to Hydrogen and

carbon in a non-catalytic way. However, it is yet to develop on an

industrial or commercial scale. The main problems of this

process are the production of a high amount of carbon in the

reactor, which leads to the reactor blockage and suppling the

reaction heat at high temperatures (more than 850 C) (Muradov,

2001).

Various scientific research has been conducted to develop

this technology (non-catalytic MTC) in recent years. It has been

the subject of many scientific articles and research that shows the

promise to overcome the obstacles to developing this technology

(Mahdi Yousefi and Donne, 2021).

A tubular reactor has been employed in some research to

perform the TMC reaction in the lab scales (Abánades et al.,

2011; Mahdi Yousefi and Donne, 2021). However, it could not be

a simple multiplication of tubes on an industrial scale to attain a

reasonable amount of hydrogen production. Additionally, the

reactor blockage produced carbon was another issue in

developing this type of reactor. In this way, melted metal

reactors could be a good choice, but the methane conversion

rate is not high enough to prevent the need for a purification unit

(Gulevich et al., 2008; Paxman et al., 2014). It was also noted that

increasing the temperature for a complete conversion led to other

problems like corrosion, carbon separation and melted metal

feeding (Shimotake and Hesson, 1965; Xu et al., 2002; Geißler

et al., 2015).

As a result, reactor blockages and heat supply for the

endothermic reaction are two fundamental obstacles to

developing thermal methane cracking on small and medium

scales (Mahdi Yousefi andDonne, 2021). Employing regenerative

reactors could be a solution to overcome those obstacles. The

regenerative reactor concept is based on the indirect coupling of

endothermic reaction energy with an external energy source

stream using the storage medium. Typically, a regenerative

reactor has two cycles. In the first cycle, heat will be stored in

the stored medium, such as ceramic packing, and then in the

second cycle, the heat will be passed to the endothermic reaction

stream (Zarrinehkafsh and Sadrameli, 2004; Kilkovsky and Jegla,

2016). The storage medium delivers a bed for carbon deposition

and can play a heat source role in storing and releasing the heat to

the gas stream. Furthermore, it can increase intermolecular

collisions and increase turbulently and/or gas flow mixing,

which can directly affect the reaction rate in a regenerative

reactor environment.

The Formation of a carbon layer on the storage medium

could catalyze methane decomposition reaction to Hydrogen and

carbon. Different types of carbon can lead to a diverse catalytic

effect on the methane decomposition reaction (Dean, 1990;

Muradov, 2001; Ashik et al., 2015). The type of carbon

formed and its activity also depend on the reaction conditions

such as temperature or pressure. For example, Muradov et al.

(Muradov, 2001)examined the influence of numerous carbon-

based catalysts. It was found that disordered types such as

activated carbon (AC), and the amorphous and carbon black

(CB) forms illustrate higher catalytic activity than ordered ones

such as graphite and diamond.

Hence, a ceramic-packed bed reactor has investigated TMC

reaction kinetics in a regenerative reactor environment.

Additionally, this paper investigates the possible effect of

carbon formation inside the reactor.

Regenerative reactor concepts

As shown in Figure 1, the regenerator reactor is a type of heat

exchanger where heat from the hot fluid is intermittently stored

in a thermal storage medium like ceramic mass before it is

transferred to the cold stream. This type of reactor is very

simple, and it can be used in home units and on small or

medium scales. If a high temperature is provided,

it can produce pure Hydrogen without needing ancillary units.

FIGURE 1
Schematic of regenerative heat exchangers and its
arrangement.
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The hot stream is brought into contact with the heat storage

medium, and the gas is displaced with the cold stream, which

absorbs the heat. Usually, the application will use this process

cyclically or repetitively. (Takenaka et al., 2004).

Also, it is possible to use the regenerative heat exchangers to

heat the raw materials and cool down the products in each cycle.

As shown in Figure 2, a ceramic bed has been considered before

and after the hot zone. In generating cycle, methane is heated to

near reaction temperature, and Hydrogen will be cooled after that

exit from the reactor in each cycle.

In the integrated model, the gas temperature in the outlet of

reactors is reduced, and it is preferable in terms of material

selection for pipes and valves.

It is possible to burn out a part of the deposited carbon inside

the reactor for heating the storage medium by injecting the air.

The burning heat in the regeneration step is more than 3.5 times

higher than in the TMC reaction. It is possible to save extra

energy by producing steam or hot water using a waste boiler or

other heat exchanger.

Experiments set-up description

A packed bed reactor was employed to investigate methane

decarbonization in a regenerative reactor environment. The

reactor was made from Inconel alloy (80 cm length and 5 cm

inner diameter) filled with inert ceramic balls (8 mm diameter).

The reactor was situated in a vertical tube furnace (Figure 3) so

that the hot zone length in the middle of the reactor was 60 cm,

FIGURE 2
Regenerative reactor arrangments for heating the methane and cooling down the Hydrogen.

FIGURE 3
The regenerative reactor and split vertical furnace photos.
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and about 10 cm length at the beginning and end of the reactor

were considered to preheat/cool out the inlet and outlet gases.

Three gas mass flow controllers adjusted the flow rates for

dilution/purging gas (nitrogen), methane or air (Figures 4, 5).

The air was used only to clean up the inside of the reactor and

burn the deposited carbon.

The experiment was carried out for the different flow rates

and temperatures. Further tests were conducted to evaluate the

repeatability of the results. A micro-GC was used to analyze the

outlet gas materials. To eliminate any possible catalytic effect of

the reactor body on the reaction, the methane cracking is

conducted inside the reactor for a long enough time at

1,000°C (more than 20 h). Then, a thin layer of carbon will

cover the inner face of the tube reactor. Based on the results, there

is an assurance that any possible catalytic effect of the reactor

body will be negligible due to a permanent deactivation effect.

After that, the experiment was conducted. The carbon layer is

formed during the first methane cracking to de-active any

catalytic effect of the reactor body.

The furnace temperature was fixed at a specific temperature,

and after the pipe and ceramic balls reached the set-point,

methane was injected into the reactor.

FIGURE 4
Schematic of the set-up arrangement.

FIGURE 5
Photograph inside the reactor after 10 min of injecting methane at 1,000°C.
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Nitrogen gas is gradually injected into the reactor during

the preheating to uniform the temperature inside the reactor

and ceramics packings. When the thermocouples inside the

reactor remain constant at the desired temperature and the

micro GC, which shows the amount of oxygen in the exiting

gas from the reactor, is zero, methane will be injected into the

reactor at diffident temperatures and flowrates.

For obtaining the actual gas residence time inside the

reactor, assume that each mole of methane in the reactor

will be converted to 2 mol of Hydrogen after decomposition.

The amount of residence time in the reactor at each

temperature, pressure and conversion rate is calculated

based on Eqs. 1,2:

Vv � VR × vf � π.d2
reactor.lreactor

4
× vf (1)

τ � ( vv.TS.Preactor

VCH4,0.Treacor.Ps
)(2 − xCH4 ) (2)

τ is the residence time and vv is the active void volume inside the

reactor. dreactor is the inner diameter of the pipe reactor and

lreactor the effective length of the furnace. vf is storage medium

void fraction and Vactual. is an actual volume flow depending on

actual reactor temperature and pressure. VCH4,0. is inlet volume

flow of methane and Treacor is the actual temperature of the

reactor and Preacor is actual pressure of the reactor. TS and Ps are

the standard reference temperature and pressure.

Results and discussion

The hydrogen yield

Figure 6 shows the amount of Hydrogen at different

temperatures and flow rates at the reactor outlet.

The hydrogen yield has increased by increasing the reactor

temperature. It is more evident when the temperature rises from

850 to 1,000 C and leads to a significant increase in hydrogen

yield; for example, in the lowest methane flow rate, with

increasing the reactor temperature from 850 to 900 C, the

produced Hydrogen has nearly doubled.

Increasing the methane feed rate to the reactor will decrease

residence time, which leads to a reduction in methane cracking.

The residence time plays a more prominent role at lower

temperatures (lower than 1,000°C) to provide the required

energy of thermal methane cracking reaction for an instant, at

a constant temperature of 850°C when the methane feed rate

increases from 0.2 to 2 L per second, the percentage of Hydrogen

in the reactor output decreases from 29.2% to 3.4% while at

900°C, with increasing flow rate from 0.2 to 2 L per second, the

hydrogen yield at the reactor outlet decreases from 47.56% to

17.5%, and by increasing the temperature to 950°C, Hydrogen at

the reactor outlet decreases from 67.4% to 34.9%. As can be seen,

with increasing the temperature, the intensity of the hydrogen

reduction has been reduced when the methane feed rate

increases.

At 1,000°C, The slope of the hydrogen yield changing is

reduced, and hydrogen percentage decreases from 79.5% to 60%

at temperatures above 1,000 C, and the slope tends to zero. It

indicates that the reaction took place at the beginning of the

reactor and the residence time is not a very effective parameter in

higher temperatures. Increasing the conversion rate at higher

temperatures (more than1050°C) would cause a significant

reduction in the required size of the reactor.

The results show that the conversion of methane to

Hydrogen at temperatures above 1,150°C and flow rate less

than 1.2 ml/m is almost complete, indicating that the reactor

temperature must be more than 1,150°C for complete methane

conversion to Hydrogen.

FIGURE 6
The hydrogen yield at different temperatures and flow rates.

FIGURE 7
The hydrogen yield relative to the retention time at each
temperature and atmospheric pressure.
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FIGURE 8
The plot of Ln [CH4t] vs. time, at 850 to 1,150°C, based on first-order reaction of methane cracking at the isothermal condition and in a
regenerative reactor environment.

FIGURE 9
The SEM photos of the amorphous carbon black sample produced at the 850 ˚C and atmospheric pressure on the storage medium. It shows
that the length of generated carbon is 0.5–2 µm range.
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The measured amount of methane at the end of the reactor

reveals that intermediate components or by-products are

negligible. It was mostly due to the high enough reactor

volume and temperature to prevent by-product formation.

Figure 7 shows the amount of Hydrogen relative to the

residence time at each temperature.

Most researchers considered first-order reactions based on a

review of related scientific publications (Ashik et al., 2015).

By assuming that the reaction is a first-order once:

rCH4 � −d[CH4]
dt

� k[CH4] (3)

∫CH4t

CH40

d[CH4]
[CH4] � ∫t

t0

kdt (4)
ln[CH4t] − ln[CH40] � kt (5)

By plotting ln [CH4t] vs. time for each temperature range

shows that the slope of LnX relative to time is almost linear and

constant at 850°C, indicating the reaction order in the studied

temperature and time range with a high approximation could be

one (Figure 8). It is also in good agreement with The results of

many published studies, such as Lee et al. (Lee et al., 2004) and

Trommer et al. (Trommer et al., 2004), conducted for

temperature ranges lower than 850 C.

By increasing the temperature to 900°C and 1,050°C, there is a

more deviation from the linear model. However, the slope of the

diagram (as shown in diagram 8) again becomes linear with a

high approximation by separating the last points. However, this

issue is repeated at higher temperatures up to 1,150°C, and the

graph’s slope changes completely. So, at the 900 to 1,150°C

temperature range, the reaction rate changes from one point

onwards and indicates a change in the reactivity mechanism. The

hypothesis may justify this phenomenon: at high range

temperatures (higher than 900 C), the reaction occurs when

methane temperature rises at the reactor’s beginning (non-

isothermally reaction). In this temperature range, the reaction

at the beginning of the reactor is much higher, and its

temperature dependence is much more.

The residence time (τ°) or methane concentration (C°)
which the reaction rate will be changed at each temperature

(900–1,150°C) can be calculated by Eqs. 6,7. This equation is

FIGURE 10
The SEM photos of the amorphous carbon black sample produced at the 1,000°C and atmospheric pressure on the storage medium. It shows
that the length of generated carbon is 0.5–1 µm range.
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obtained by plotting different amounts of τ° Relative to

temperature (or methane concentration).

τ° � 0.0122T + 20.76 (6)
C° � 0.002T + 2.96 (7)

Here τ° is the time that methane gas reaches to the reactor

temperature, and after that, the reaction will

continue isothermally (second) and C° is the specific

concentration that the reaction rate changes afterwards (T,

Kelvin).

FIGURE 11
The SEM photos of the amorphous carbon black sample produced at the 850˚C and atmospheric pressure on the storage medium. It shows
that the length of generated carbon is 100–500 nm range.

FIGURE 12
The amount of Hydrogen leaving the reactor at 850°C and 0–2 lit/min flowrates.
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The type of produced carbon in the
reactor

The temperature profile inside the reactor can make

different types of carbon structures. Due to the nature of a

regenerative reactor in which the storage medium’s

temperature fluctuates in a certain range, this phenomenon

may create different types of carbon that can have different

catalytic properties for the methane decomposition reaction.

So, it is tried to specify the type of produced carbon in three

different temperature ranges of 850, 1,000 and 1,150°C inside

the reactor. For this purpose, after fixing the reactor

temperature at 850, 1,000 and 1,150°C, methane was

injected into the reactor with a flow rate of 1 L per minute

for 2 h. Then samples of the produced carbon were collected

and analyzed.

Determining the exact morphology of the carbon

produced in the reactor was not one of the main goals of

this research. Rather, only the general determination of the

type of carbon produced has been considered in order to

conclude the possibility of any possible auto-catalytic

effect. Carbon is generally produced in graphite, carbon

black, carbon nanotubes or carbon nanofibers forms in

these reactors. Typically, each carbon type has a

recognizable shape on the micro to nanometer scales that

can be easily recognized. The characteristics of the carbon

aggregations were compared with the microstructure and

morphology of carbon black provided by Medalia et al.

(Medalia and Heckman, 1969) and Lahaye et al. (Lahaye

and Ehrburger-Dolle, 1994) and some other references. The

analysis of the characteristics of the deposited carbon shows

that in all three conditions, mostly carbon black has been

formed but in different sizes. Four samples at each

temperature of carbon formation on the ceramics are

collected randomly. The ceramics were selected at a

distance of at least 15 cm from the reactor inlet to ensure

that their formation temperature corresponded to the

reactor’s temperature. The collected samples are packed

FIGURE 13
The amount of Hydrogen leaving the reactor at 1,000°C and 0–2 lit/min flowrates.

FIGURE 14
The amount of Hydrogen leaving the reactor at 1,150°C and 0–2 lit/min flow rates.
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in separate containers for each ceramic and sent to the lab to

conduct SEM imaging. Figures 9–11 demonstrate the

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) analyses of the

amorphous carbon black sample produced at 850°C on

the storage medium. It shows that the length of

generated carbon is 100–2000 nm range.

Figures 9–11 show that the type of produced carbon did not

change, and carbon black was produced in almost all three

temperature ranges by increasing temperature. By increasing

the temperature, only the size of the carbon black is decreased,

leading to a greater contact surface area. Carbon black with a

higher contact surface area could increase the reaction rate

(Trimm, 1977).

This hypothesis can explain why carbon size reduction by

raising the reactor temperature increases the reaction rate

significantly while the residence time has been decreased, so the

rate of nucleation against the growth will be increased. In other

words, the reaction rate limits the opportunity for the migration of

new produced carbon to grow previous carbons particles.

The surface chemistry and pore size distribution would be

important parameters for the initial rate conversion of

methane and the catalyst’s long-term stability, respectively,

in lower temperatures (less than 850 C°) (Ashok et al., 2007;

Suelves et al., 2009; Figueiredo et al., 2010; Wei et al., 2011).

Investigating the possible catalytic effect
of generated carbon on the reaction

A certain amount of carbon is first deposited on the ceramic

balls to investigate the possible catalytic effect of carbon formed

inside the reactor. Repeat all previous tests shown in Figure 6, and

the result is compared. For this purpose, after heating the reactor at

850, 1,000 and 1,150°C and before starting the experiments,

methane gas was injected into the reactor for 10 min and one

lit/min flow rate so that a layer of carbon deposited on the internal

reactor surface ceramic balls.

Diagrams 12 to 14 show the amount of Hydrogen leaving the

reactor at 850°C and different flow rates.

Figures 12–14 show that the injection of methane in the

presence of pre-produced carbon in the reactor does not affect

methane conversion improvement. The maximum change was at

850°C, making less than a 4.5% increase in the conversion on the

lowest methane flow rate. At temperatures of 1,000°C and

1,150°C, the increased conversion of methane to Hydrogen

was almost negligible. This phenomenon may be explained by

the fact that the reaction rate is a function of the active catalytic

surface which decreases with reaction progress due to carbon

deposition. Therefore, the catalytic effect is ignorable because the

reaction rate strongly depends on the reaction temperature.

Therefore, it can be concluded that pre-produced carbon black,

as one of the reactor products, has little effect on increasing the

conversion rate. Different sizes of carbon black will not have much

effect on conversion. Notably, the void fraction decreases over time

in a regenerative reactor due to carbon deposition.

Conclusion

This experiment investigated the thermal methane

cracking in a regenerative reactor environment at

atmospheric pressure and 850–1,170 °C. Results showed

that the reaction rate at the beginning of the reactor is

much higher. Also, its temperature dependence is much

more. However, after reaching a specific concentration of

Hydrogen at each reactor temperature, the influence of

temperature on the reaction rate decreases and is almost

constant. At 850°C, the hydrogen yield decreases at an

almost constant rate relative to the residence time along

the reactor. However, at higher temperatures, the reaction

rate in the early stages is much higher than in later. At

temperatures above 1150C°, the reaction will almost be

completed at the beginning of the reactor.

The characteristics of the deposited carbon showed that

mostly carbon black had been formed (at 850–1,150 C). By

increasing temperature, the size of the produced carbon was

decreased from 100 nm (at 1,150 C) to 2,000 nm (at 850 C).

Also, pre-produced carbon in the reactor will not have much

effect on increasing the production rate and was almost

negligible at temperatures more than 850°C.
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